
TCC met on 10th March.  Here are the main points –  

CRIME 

A number of housebreakings and bike thefts with several 

cars being vandalised. Some arrests have been made. 

Most housebreakings occurred during the day when 

houses were empty.  Police advice on security is always 

available and reports of suspicious activity should go via 

101 or email to  contactus@scotland.pnn.police.uk 

 

LESLEY HINDS ON TRANSPORT - Headlines 

An update to the North Edinburgh Transport Plan to 

reflect Waterfront developments and the revised Local 

Development Plan is being considered. This will look at 

traffic in Trinity and north Edinburgh as a whole - not just 

hotspots. TCC welcomes this and is keen to be involved. 

Residents will be consulted via TCC on what streets will 

be suitable for and how best to enforce 20mph zones. 

New techniques and increased inspection have been 

introduced to reduce the number of defects in roads and 

pavements e.g. first time reinstatement, and improved 

coordination of utility road openings. 

A web facility to report road/pavement defects will launch 

in April. Maintenance prioritisation has been published. 

Straightening of Lower Granton Road will start on 28 

March and be completed by July.  

George Street is be pedestrianised for a 12 month trial. 

Bus passes will be eligible on the tram but only for 

Edinburgh residents. Integrated “through-ticketing” is to 

be introduced across Lothian buses and the tram initially 

then hopefully to other bus companies and trains. 

RESIDENTS ON TRANSPORT! 

 Better signage and safer provision for pedestrians 

and cyclists when road works take place  

 Less parking of business vehicles in quiet streets. 

Cllr Hinds was also quizzed on what happened to the 

funding promised by Forth Ports and what the position is 

on plans to introduce pedestrian crossing points on 

Lower Granton Rd to meet expected increased volumes 

and faster flow. 

 

 

 

 

LESLEY HINDS ON ENVIRONMENT - Headlines 

Street cleaning performance is achieving high levels 

reflecting increased resources and tighter enforcement.  

The incidence of dog fouling is now especially low. 

Recycling to become simpler in June with plastic, paper 

etc in one bin.  Only glass and food waste to be separate. 

Edinburgh’s parks have achieved the “Britain in Bloom” 

Gold Award.  Onward into the European competition! 

AND RESIDENTS…. 

…expressed dissatisfaction at the lack of progress in 

moving beyond 40% recycling (e.g. by comparison with 

European cities), suggested that food waste could be put 

in the garden bins, asked for bins to be returned neatly, 

better publicity for the collection schedule and doubted 

the dog fouling statistic!   

EAST TRINITY ROAD 

Consultation on East Trinity Road’s bottleneck contacted 

752 residents.  260 responded and overall 45% of 

favoured road closure, 38% a one-way system and 17% 

do nothing. People closest to the bottleneck broadly 

favoured closure while those favouring one-way or do 

nothing were concerned about the impact of displacing 

traffic to the surrounding area. Traffic will be measured in 

Sept after Lwr Granton Road has been straightened with 

CEC coming back to us in October/November. 

 

There are strong views on both sides -  partly due to the 

restricted list of options offered. We have asked CEC to 

open up these options to help find a middle way and to 

trial solutions before adopting a final design. 

HASSLE FREE DRIVING? 

Next meeting continues the transport/environment theme 

- a discussion with Keith Stark, Scottish Manager for City 

Car Club.  Each CCC car is reckoned to remove the need 

for about 20 private cars.  Why not come along and hear 

how that might be done more in Trinity?  7pm on 14 April 

at St Serf’s.   

TRINITY COMMUNITY COUNCIL  
NEWS BULLETIN 

DID YOU LIKE THIS? 

Did you find this useful or informative? If so, why not show it to a neighbour?  Anyone in Trinity can subscribe to the 

bulletin simply by emailing tcc-comms@outlook.com       Or drop us a line and tell us what you think could be better. 

40 people listened to what Lesley Hinds had to say 

on Transport and Environment 
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